
PERRY-- 

Are you going to answer this Lattimer 
; or tan er y 8 ‘s “sy Pre oe) P) article? weird copen A) Geb 

I hope you decide to do so. This guy needs 
to be called on some of this horseshit, 
only I'm too pissed off to do it, 

What a huge medical motherfucker ana 
Super shit this Lattimer is... 
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MEMO TO PERRY 
RE: Article by Dr. John Lattimer 

in Resident & Staff Physician 

Page 3, item 33 ~- Last paragraph *...The Warren Commission, itself 

haa not been permitted to see* (the x-rays and photographs). 

Horseshit. The Warren Commission did not insist on seeing this 

material, Had they insisted, who would doubt they could have 

seen these exhibits? They didn't want to loose their innocensef. 

Page 34, bottom column 1 - so what if Lattimer owns Oswald's rifle 

Score book? Note: Lattiner worked at Parkland Hospital. 

Page 35, column 1 - “Dr. Lattimer was able to make 41 such fragments 

out of the two grain samples of buliet in question.*® If he split 

these xk in half ne could make 82 and again i164 = what is the 

= point here? 

column 2 - Did Helpern help Lattimer or not? 

column 2, bottom - fatuous statement. Lattimer, whether he knows it 

or not refutes the Commission and the S.B.T. 

‘Page 36, colume 1, figure 2 ~- Archives requested no tracings be made, 

The angle Lattimer has in figure 2 is 57“assuming body is upright. 
This means Lattimer would have you believe JFK was shot from a heli- 

copter. 

column 2 -A - coat bunching is rediculous. The shirt and coat would 

not bunch the same wayf The shirt was tailored and buttoned tightly 

around his neck. This shows hole in body does not match hole in 

clothing. These clothing and body back holes are phoney and were 

made without reference to each other. 

column 2-C = horseshit: high speed bullet? 

Page 37 - smelly language here - *Wetal could be ssen in the upper area 

of the bullet track.” What bullet track? 1968 Panel Doctors mention 

metal here also. 

column 1, E&F - brusing of lung could just as well have occurred when 

someone retrieved bullet from the body. 

column 1, G - horseshit! Didn't Wecht comment on this? 

column 1, K - so wh at if blood stain entends downward? Was JFK 

shot while hanging upside down? 

Page 38, Figure 4 caption - If kakttznk Lattimer's drawing, or his ola 

ladies drawing of the coat bunching is accurate, then let me be the 

first to kiss his ass. Any bunching as shown in photo on page 39 

would produce two holes in the coat and two holes in the shirt (if 

the shirt bunched in the same way, which I doubt.)



PAGE THO 

column 1 bottom = "The doct ors had no way of knowt a wnote Bile of, horseturds. Greer had the elatiies han Eaten frasecctoay. Wee we ana they all knew about the eis ° y didn't they say anything? That has escaped this 

doctors. The doctor's helg - &@ press conf Pp and said they thought he was shot from eee *arkiand Hospital, 
Cot -7 umn 2 -Three skull fragments were pécked up in the street? That's horseshit ang bulishit 

White House garage, > °°® W#S found in the limousine at the 

Page 40, top column 1 Latti | , a mer can = frame 3137 That's horseshit+ twice eee skuli Phece flying in 

middle column 1 - if 
; if Lattimer would bother, he could get a transcript 

of Finck's testimony. He quotes Finck as if it were hearsay. 

bottom column 1 and top of column 2 =~ this is double horseBhit plus 
bullshit. The Warren Commission dia not publish everything they saw 
automatically. 

column 2 - “were turned over to the FBI™. That's 40 year old bullshit. 
It i8 horseshit to say the Kennedy family had this stuff till 
1966. The S.S. had them until 1966. Inspector Kelley must have sold 
Lattimer this truck load of goat manure, 

column 2 - '68 Panel report was not widly reproduced in newspapers. 
Exerpts were. 

Page 41, figure 5, bottom column 1 =~ bullshit. 
column 2 - If Connally's and the motorcycle cops were hit, what does that 

prove Lattimer? Drawing permitted courtesy of Life Magazine? What 
is that? Next it will be thoughts courtesy of the Secret Service. 

page 42, colume 1,4 = wound entry is very high as shown figure 7, 

and seems to agree with the 1968 Panel report. I would have to agree 
with Lattimer and '68 Panel if this is how they see it, 10 cm. above 
occipital protuberance, 

Lattimer shows head at #313 to be tilted too far down. If trajectory 
is flat diagram would be more accurate, 

page 42, column 2-B-'68 Panel saw this also. This smells fishy. 6.5 
diameter neugment fragment embedded in margin of wound entrance? 

column 2, D,E,F - here Lattimer draws shapes of skull pieces, Is this 

useful Perry? Does piece D resemble the piece drawn on Boswell's 

head sksx sketch? 

Page 43-G - Does anyone else mention this flap?



PAGE THREE 

Page 43, column 2-3 - These fracture dines are interesting, 

Page 44 = bottom column 1 - Warren Commission had correct angle of approximately 17¢ downward flight path. Lattimer shows an in- credible 57° angle that rules out a Connally hit by the same bullet. This doesn't seem to bother Lattimer a bit. The poor fool, 
Page 44, column 2 bottom - he spends only one day! 

Page 45, item 3 - here he goes again messing ax around with the angle. Idiot! 

item 6 - note, he left one one other possibility for sources of the Shots! 
| 

Page 45, bottom = he gets good here. We ought to thank him for mentioning this. 

Page 46 - can you reaa@ this Sketch? It gets very confusing. He Shows damage to left side of skull. 

Page 47, column 1 bottom - what if scorch mark covered up something? 
column 2 middle - "It was noted, however, that on none of the lists were there any photographs of the bruise on the pleura...even though... described by Commander Humes, * Really? 

Next paragraph is speculative horseshit! 

Column 2 bottom = exact measurement can be made on a photograph, if you have all necessary data, : 

Page 48, column 1 - *it was compatible with a 6.5 mm bullet wound...* ora 5.6 ora 7.5. Compatible? 

column 1, bottom - note how low on neck Lattimer places the wound, 

column 2, middle - how can this Jerk presume to know the trajectory as Repicted in Figure 1 since this drawing does not show position of figure in relation to street or limousine, *,..tissues at the back of his neck were more preminent than those of most people...” What does Lattimer mean? This ig horseshit! 

Page 49, column 2 - "a graze of the tip of the transverse process of the Seventh cervical vertebra could not be excluded.” Could not be excluded? What a chickenshit+ way to say nothing, 

Page 50, bottom column 1 - *,,.at the lower edge of the collar, through both jacket and lining...” I thought this was a control piece taken by FBI for tests, Lattimer Says 1% went through coat and Lining, What is this? 
bottom column 2 = does Frazier Say this was how he took control swatch? 

Page 51, bottom column 1 ~ "In a manner compatible with...” What horse-~ shitl



PAGE FOUR 

Pege 51, middle column 2 ~ Grade A turkeyshit. 

Page 52 - column 1 - “It is hossible that the bullet grazed...*¥ What 
Horseshit! ; 

column 1 - *to the question...been expected to notice* This is some 
Kind of world recora pile or horse manure. 

column 1 bottom - "to the question...” man, what a pile of dung. 
column 2 top - Is he real? 

column 2 - “to the question, were the locations of the...% Just wrap 
all this bullshit together it looks just fine to Dr. Lattimer. 

column 2 - position of head wound at back of skull. Why can't this Karss 
horses ass measure the wounds distance from the top of the head - 
the apex of the skull? 10 cm above the occipital tuberosity 
(occipital protuberence?) is good enough I suspose, 

page 53, top column 1 - "a few centimeter of missing...” That's a 
wound high on the back of the skull all right. 

bottom column 1 ~ clearly seen? Bullshit! 

top paragraph, column 2 - unmetigated horseshit mixed with bullshit. 
Oswald's very powerful ammo. That's incredible dog shit. 

middle column 2 - Humes and Boswell did not see x-rays when they 

wrote their autopsy report. This is pure horseshit! 

page 56 column 1 middle - Lattimer says President was struck by a very 

high powered rifle bullet (rather than some other less powerful type 

of bullet such as from a pistol). To call a 6.5 cal rifle very 
high-powered is horseshit. I suppose a 357. or a 45 or 38 cal close 

range pistol shot is a low-power weapon, What kind of ape shit is 

this. 

column 1 bottom - 6.5 mm rounded Zragment stuck on the sharp margin of 

the bone at the wound of entry...* What kind of bullshit is this? 

How can this happen? The bullet goes 2000 FPS and then a portion gets 

stuck right at the point of impact? What horseshit! This must be a 

plant! Panel doctors also see this. This smells. 

column 2 middle - fragments embedded in flap suggest front shot also! 

page 57 - doesn't Lattimer know that both CE469 and 567 were found on 

the front seat of the limousine? 

page 57, middle column 1 - th at srez cerebellar tissue was missing is 

not a rumor. Parkland doctors say so in their report. Lattimer 

hasn't ready these reports I guess. What a butt head! | 

column 2 middle - %...the likelihood that an intact bullet..." Horse- 

shit ~ bullets often do this according to pathologists I have read. 

pase 59, bottom column i - Lattimer's explanation for 3mm object near 

first scral segment is fine grade cowshit.



PAGE FIVE 

Page 59, bottom column 1 - what s this? “While it was the correct diameter for a lead shot, it did not appear dense enough for this,” My, My, what have we here?. He makes i+ sound like this is not a xmkx bullet but rather some object a messy surgeon left in some previous operation, 

bottom column 2 = how coulda they duck out of view of a person in the Sixth floor of the T.S.B.D.? That's bulléshit. | 

Page 60, column 1 = how can this shit head watch the z film and come up with a descritption like this? 

column 2 - Greer accelerated the car and caused the President (ONLY) to fly backwards. That's double bullshit. 

Lattimer thinks 313 proves his case, 

bottom column 2 - now the butt head Says it would be okay to let 
qualified researchers look at the x-rays. 

Page 61, top ~- first paragraph. What horseshit, JFK was dead. 
Page 63, middle column 1 - "with a spastic lurch.” If that's a 

nureomuscular reaction, I'll kiss his ass, 

column 2, last paragraph - this nitwit thinks he is supporting the 
Wapren Commission!


